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Unlike other dog baths, the K9000 requires minimal a�en�on. No constant filling up of
shampoo bo�les, no collec�on of money or monitoring of �me, no constant cleaning in
between customers thanks to the free disinfect.  The machine is extremely robust with
minimal maintenance.  It just keeps on going.  

Unlike many other investments, the K9000 operates consistently all year round. Even if 
the weather is bad, people s�ll need to take their dogs out for a walk and s�ll need to 
wash their dogs. 

The overall reliability and ease of use of the K9000 creates the ul�mate in customer 
sa�sfac�on and is proven to earn you more revenue than any other comparable unit 
available on the market. 



OF THE
THOUSANDS OF K9000’S 

NONE 
 

About the K9000
Dog Wash 
The K9000 is constructed from heavy duty, 
high quality aircra� stainless steel with 
bright, eye catching decals, providing a 
superior finish and longevity. 

The K9000 comes with a bright digital display 
�mer making it easy to monitor the wash 
progress. The price and �me are fully 
adjustable and can be configured by the 
K9000 owner. Typically, $10-$15 for 10-12 
minutes. Addi�onal wash �me can be 
purchased by customers as Bonus �me.  The 
machine is programmed with several op�ons 
that are easily selected during opera�on.  
The op�ons are Shampoo, Flea Wash, Rinse, 
Condi�on, heated Blow Dry (High and Low 
op�ons) and Pause �mer. A free Disinfect 
op�on keeps the wash tub clean in between 
washes. 



Several payment device op�ons are available with the dog-wash sta�on. Coin/Token operated (base model) or op�onal 
Banknote reader and/or Debit/Credit tap or swipe and Apple pay, which comes with remote payment monitoring so�ware.  

The K9000 can be equipped with an op�onal onboard hot water unit, if hot water is not easily available at the site.  This 
ensures a con�nuous supply of hot water at the correct temperature all day long. 

Equipped with our exclusive so� touch wash gun is an on/off bu�on for immediate control when washing. The gun is very 
easy to use. The so� coated, non-skid, hair free floor op�mizes dog comfort and safety. A three-part filtra�on system traps 
dog hair while s�ll providing sufficient area for the waste water to drain. This filter can accommodate the hair of 
approximately 25 dogs and should be emp�ed 3-4 �mes a week. 

The K9000 uses high quality dosing pumps to apply the soap products. Our extensive experience and tes�ng has proven that 
this is the most prac�cal and reliable way to apply dog wash products and gives you the flexibility to run different products to 
suit individual needs. 

Products provided for use with the machine are all natural to cater for the most sensi�ve of skins. 



30 secs pause during cycle 
Free disinfect after cycle 
Additional time
Custom programming
In depth auditing 
MDB payment platform 
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The GROOMEASY is the same size as the K9000 
STANDARD but offers Free washes. 

 K9000 STANDARD

 K9000 COMPACT

K9000 TWIN



“We have just opened our new automotive and dog washing facility in Lunenburg, 
Nova Scotia and installed a Furever Clean K9000 dog washing unit. We were very 
impressed with how quick and easy it was to purchase and install the unit. 

Evelyn Rutherford and Furever Clean have been exceptional in assisting with all  
the details and questions we had. 10/10! We couldn't be happier with the K9000 
unit and how well it works, and also how quick and easy it is to wash our dogs. Our 
customers love the unit, which easily cleans, conditions and dries their dogs in ten 
minutes or less. There is no quicker and effective dog washing equipment. 

Our Furever Clean dog treat vending machine provides delicious and healthy treats 
that dogs love, and the machine makes it quick and easy for our customers to 
operate. Thank you Evelyn and Furever Clean for your fantastic work. Great job!!!” 

“What influenced my decision to buy a K9000 was its the 
Self-Sufficiency and features - no bottles of shampoo to deal with, 
2-speed dryer etc. The K9000 is so easy to look after that my staff can 
take care of both the customers and the tub.  All they do is a quick 
wipe here and there and the machine and the area stays clean and 
dry.  The K9000 is a feature with great visual impact and makes my 
overall business look nicer and neater.”  

Allows for hands off opera�on. 
Three part filtra�on system - no blocked drains. 
High speed wash and dry - no lineups. 
The design of the K9000 keeps dogs and 
mess contained. 
Suitable for all sizes of pets, anxious and senior dogs. 
Water and shampoos are dispensed together 
- no slippery mess. 
Natural products. 
Li�le to no maintenance. Local supplier. 
Brand with your company logo. 
Available with French/English decals. 
Op�on to Customize.





 (250) 217-9433 


